
Week 2 ‘ps-’
Monday is Nounsday

psaltery

Tuesday is Adjectiveday

pseudo

Wednesday is Adverbday

psychically

Thursday is Verbsday

psychobabble

Friday is Long-Word-Friday

psychoacoustics



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

psaltery

A medieval stringed instrument still used 
today. A wooden box, often triangular 
shaped where the strings are plucked 

rather than strummed.

Mnemonic
Write a mnemonic to help you 

remember how to spell the word.

Advert Adage
Write an advertising slogan for a product 

from a music shop using this word.

Dictionary Neighbours
Which words come before and after 

this word in the dictionary?

Noun Phrase Notion
Can you expand the noun into three 

different noun phrases?



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

pseudo

Not real.
Phoney or fake.

Character Speech
Write a line of dialogue for a character 

using this word.

FANBOYS
Write a sentence using the word and a 

FANBOYS 
co-ordinating conjunction.

Antonym
Write a list of words that mean the 

opposite thing.

List Lines
Write a list of things of which you could 

have pseudo versions.



In an way that is using extra mental skills 
such as telepathy.

Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

psychically

Headline Homework
Write one or more newspaper 

headlines using this word in any of its 
tenses.

FANBOYS
Write a sentence using the word and a 

FANBOYS 
co-ordinating conjunction.

News Narration
Write and perform a radio or TV news 
story of no more than three sentences 

using this word.

Pyramid Practice
Spell the word using 
a pyramid.

w
wo
wor

word



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

psych

To get excited; to mentally prepare for 
something. Usually used in the phrase 

‘psych yourself up’.

Sentence Scribe
Write a sentence using this word.

Diary Date
Write a short diary entry of no more 

than three sentences using this word.

Spellround
Write the word ten times forwards. 

Then, without looking at the word, spell 
it backwards out loud.

Tense Transform
Write the word in as many different 

tenses as you can. 
Even better, write full sentences for 

each!



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

psychoacoustics

The study of how sound physically affects 
the body and mind.

Super Long Word Alert
Just even saying it is an achievement! 

Go on, have a go…

What Is It Worth?
How many points is the word worth if 

A=1, B=2 and C=3, etc.?

Advert Adage
Write a job advertisement 

using this word.

Words Within Words
How many other words can you make 

out of the word?



Week 2 ‘ps-’ Consolidate It
Make the words by cutting out letters from magazines and sticking them on 

paper.

Monday is Nounsday

psaltery

Tuesday is Adjectiveday

pseudo

Wednesday is Adverbday

psychically

Thursday is Verbsday

psych

Friday is Long-Word-Friday

psychoacoustics



Week 2 – Writing Task

Word of the Week Points

psaltery 2

pseudo 2

psychically 2

psych 3

psychoacoustics 2

An experiment was set up to examine the effects of music on flowers. The 
scientist conducting the experiment claimed that she could affect the colour of 
the flower with the type of music she played. Another scientist was asked to 
give a view of the experiment on TV. 

How many points can you score? 

Write down what he said using as many of 
the words of the week as possible. 


